The successes of current algebra and partial conservation of axial-vector current can be interpreted as indications that the strong interactions are approximately symmetric under chiral SU(2) &SU (2) transformations.
I. INTRODUCTION Considerable attention in the current literature has focused on the possibility that the ground state of extended regions of nuclear matter at high density (p & p"""} is qualitatively different from the "normal" nuclear ground state as inferred from the structure of existing nuclei. In particular, the existence of a "condensed pion phase" -that is, a ground state in which pions, macroscopically occupyinga single mode, form a significant constituent -has been proposed and discussed by many authors. ' But beyond simply suggesting the possibility of pion condensation, chiral invariance has general consequences for the existence and nature of this new phase. Several such consequences -the limiting effect of 3-m interactions at large condensate amplitude, the role of the N*(1236), and the extent to which nuclear correlations and forces can be similar in the pion-condensed and normal phaseswill be treated in the course of our discussion.
To At p, =m, one has both 8"(=8". , and dg", /dp. I =dS.~( /dp; hence the phase transition in this case is second order, as indicated in Fig. 2 where 3C"', i =1, 2 is given by Eq. (2.12) with e = 1, and the y; are the standard Dirac matrices.
Assuming that the strong interactions are described by Eq. (3.6), to study the ground state of neutron-star matter we must add two constraints.
First, the baryon density must have a prescribed value. Second, when electrons in equilibrium under the reaction n -P + e + v are included, the total charge density must be zero. To find the appropriate Fermi seas to fill at arbitrary p, , 0, and 6), we must find the lowest eigenvalue of the 20x20 matrix. Since the mass splitting between the N and ¹, denoted by b
we expect that the lowest-energy eigenvalue will come from the submatrices Il, and Hs.
In Appendix A we discuss the explicit forms of the submatrices of H""and establish that, for the relevant range of the parameters, the lowest eigenvalue does indeed occur in the 6@6 submatrices. Further, since the diagonalization of these matrices at arbitrary p, , k, and 8 is extremely complicated, it is both more illustrative and more in keeping with the qualitative nature of our considerations to use the approximate techniques introduced in Sec. III to study the threshold behavior for 8 near zero (to order 8, as before} and the simple limiting behavior at 8 = w/2.
B. The effective energy at O=wj2
The simplicity of the limit 8 = v/2 suggests that it be discussed first. In this limit, the full effec- (4.10b)
The density beyond which this energy density is lower than that of the normal state is Solving these equations for k and p, and substituting into (4.9), we find where~, the mass-difference operator, is zero for nucleons and equal to b, for N*, and where
For g"=1. 24, g"= -, 'g"=0. 75, 6=2m (4.12) with n = 1 for sin'8 symmetry breaking and e =2 for cos(9 symmetry breaking.
In Appendix A we show that the lowest-lying eigenstate in the baryonic part of (4.4} is given by" 4.13b) for e =2, i.e. , cos6) symmetry breaking.
In both cases we observe that these densities are substantially less than those found in the absence of ¹. We regard these numbers as reasonable indications of the density beyond which pion condensation will occur. To resolve this apparent difficulty we need only recall that for k&3m"our description of the mN amplitude -including the effects of the N* -is believable. Thus by restricting k (kcutoft-= 3m "we One cannot yet, of course, regard this as an accurate estimate of the threshold for pion condensation, for our present calculation explicitly excludes the important inhibiting effects of nuclear correlations"; these we shall discuss qualitatively in the next section.
Despite this limitation, comparing the critical density in (4.17b) with that in (3.58a) establishes clearly the importance of including correctly the effects of the N*. In the preceding sections we have treated the condensed nuclear matter as if it consisted of otherwise uncorrelated nucleons -or nucleons and N~'s -moving under the influence of the external condensed pion field. Obviously, any realistic calculation of pion condensation must include the significant role that nuclear forces and correlations -for example, the short-range repu). sion as realized by~exchange -play in determining the equation of state. In this section we shall discuss, in a qualitative way, the manner in which these nuclear correlations can be incorporated into the chiral-symmetry approach to pion conde nsation. (5.'7}, the many-body Hamiltonian is HME =QE( (8) From {6. 4) we see immediately that w, decouples from the other fields and propagates like a particle with mass (k')' ' = p. This is far too heavy to be a low-lying object on the scale described above. The large mass - (m'+p'sin'8) branch to the spectrum of (6.5) has an energy of order k' as I qI -0 and like the s, mode is not of interest.
The electromagnetic field A" enters the Lagrangian through its kinetic energy -, (F""-)' and through its coupling to charged mesons. The easiest way to see how A~c ouples to the chirally rotated mesons in (6.3}is to note that k" and A" can only appear in the combination k"+eA". Thus we add -, '(F"")' -and replace k" by k"+eA" in (6.3). Again we expand in powers of A", o', and v keeping only quadratic terms.
As before, m, decouples and can be dropped. Taking also the formal limit m -~a nd dropping cr' yields, after some algebra, 
=-,~~a , ()v(), (A 4) where the sum over e is over the distinct quarks in the baryon, we see that the nonvanishing axialvector matrix elements in H4 are
(++]A, J+)= --i,
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